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Introduction
Since origins of humanity, the human being has constantly fought to obtain and to accumulate
resources, therefore conflicts and wars have been present along History.
-

Throughout Antiquity: Trojan Wars (1250 BC), Servile Wars (135-71 BC) …
Throughout Medieval Ages: The Hundred Years War (1337-1453), the Crusades, First
War of Scottish Independence (1296-1328) …
Throughout Early Modern Ages: the conquest of America, the Thirty Years War (16181648) …
Throughout Modern Ages: World Wars (1914-1918 /1939-1945), the Cold War (19471989), the Yugoslav Wars (1991-2001) …
Today: Civil War in Syria (2011-Today), Criminal Violence in Mexico, North Korea Crisis
(2013), Civil War in Libya (2011) …

Despite it has not being its priority, human being always tried to maintain peace by passing laws
to avoid conflicts (Hammurabi Code (1750 BC), Magna Carta (1215), International Human Rights
Declaration (1948) …).

1. Definition
Some definitions by the Collins Dictionary:
1. A struggle or clash between opposing forces; battle.
2. A state of opposition between ideas, interests, etc.; disagreement or controversy.
4. Psychology opposition between two simultaneous but incompatible wishes or drives,
sometimes leading to a state of emotional tension and thought to be responsible for
neuroses.
The definition of conflicts has changed:
a) Traditionally: Conflicts between different states or nations. Conflicts between people or
organizations of different states or nations.
“Why don’t you shut up?” Venezuela-Spain incident (2007).
b) Today: It also includes conflicts within one country, for instance when a part is fighting for
its independence.
Catalonian Conflict (2010-Today).
A conflict becomes a war when one or both human groups decide to use weapons against the
other one because an acute of the problem. So, war is a violent way to solve a conflict. The concept
war is reserved to armed conflicts in which at least 1.000 people die.
Frequently, human beings have been trying to present war as an act of justice. However, it has
not always been so. Trojan War was not caused by the abduction of Helen, it was caused because
of economic interest (to end with Trojan commercial power).
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Private International Conflicts Vs Public International Conflicts
a) Private International Conflicts: private international conflicts involve conflicts between
individual and/or businesses coming from two different countries. They are not usually easy to
handle therefore to avoid jurisdictional disputes they try to solve their conflicts through
arbitration.
b) Public International Conflicts: As we said before, this concept was reserved to conflicts between
different sovereign states. But today we also use it to talk about internal conflicts because despite
traditionally international community did not interfere in “internal disputes”, today this has
changed because of the new values and human costs of some of these conflicts.

2. Causes
There are thousands of reasons for a conflict: lands, power, glory, love, etc.
2.1. Politic Origin
We can distinguish conflicts between bordering countries and conflicts between separatist
territories.
a. Conflicts between bordering countries
a.1. Disagreement with the drawn of a border.
Gibraltar (1713-Today).
a.2. Attempt of annexing of a territory from another country.
Crimean Crisis (2014-Today).
a.3. Migrations
US-Mexico border wall (2017-Today).
b. Conflicts between separatist territories. There are many European Nationalisms
Northern Ireland Conflict (1960s-1998)
2.2. Economic Origin
Controlling Natural resources: soil, oil, timber, diamonds, water, coal…
Gulf War (1990-1991).
Water Conflict: “The Water Conflict Chronology is
the world’s most comprehensive open-source
database on water-related violence. Created by
the Pacific Institute in the 1980s, it includes all
known verified instances where water and water
systems trigger conflicts; they are used as weapons
in conflicts; or are they are targets or casualties of
violence.”
(https://pacinst.org/)
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Venezuelan Crisis
a) Key factors:
-

Abundant natural resources (discovery of oil in 1910).
Oil as the basis of its economy (exporting oil and importing basic goods).
Dictatorships before 1958.
Social inequality (high percentage of illiterates).

b) Chavism
Hugo Chavez (1998-2013)
- Failed 1992 Coup.
- Electoral victory in 1998 (socialist political program), 2002 (anti-Americanism) and 2007 (rise in oil
prices).
- George Bush declares Venezuela as part of an axis of evil.
- New Crisis: devastating drought (serious consequences in agriculture and in the production of
energy).
c) 2019 Venezuelan Crisis
Nicolás Maduro (2013-Today)
- Continued Hugo Chavez socialist politics measures.
- Rise in External debt and hyperinflation.
- Numerous political prisoners.
Juan Guaidó (2019-Today)
- He was elected President of the National Assembly of Venezuela in December 2018.
- Guaidó has hold the acting presidency, based on Article 233 of the Constitution of Venezuela, been
recognized by more than 50 governments.

3. Resolution Approaches
International conflicts can be resolved by international bodies, like the United Nations, but
actually it doesn’t happen frequently.
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[http://www.un.org/]

To avoid violence, we can use diplomacy (international conferences), international mediators
(from the U.N., from third party nations, members of peace churches…), armed peacekeepers or
unarmed soldiers or civilians.
Camp David Accords (1978).
Countries: Israel and Egypt; Origin: Arab-Israeli conflict; Mediator: Jimmy Carter; Signers:
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin.
Arab-Israeli Conflict (1948-Today)
Cyprus dispute (1974-Today)
Syria Civil War (2011-Today)
BREXIT (1975/2016-Today)

4. International Conflicts that could have changed History
Since Antiquity there have occurred different wars which could have changed History.
✓ The Battle of Salamis (480 BC). This war, between Greeks and Persians, could have ended
European culture and, therefore, what we call Western Civilisation.
✓ The Battle of Poitiers (732 AD). This war, between Frankish and Muslims, could have
changed European culture and its religion.
✓ The Siege of Vienna (1529 AD). This war, between the Christian imperial troops and the
Muslim Ottoman army, could also have changed the European culture and the European
religion.
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Activities
1. Which are the differences between a conflict and an international conflict?

2. What type of conflict becomes into a war?

3. Name two international conflicts caused by conflicts between bordering countries and two
international conflicts caused by separatist territories.

4. Explain briefly the main factor of the Venezuelan and Catalonian Crisis.

5. Elaborate your own definition of “International Conflict”.
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•
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•
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